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 You can choose any one of the following versions according to your needs. Zombotron Free Download (v1.2.1) Zombotron
(previously known as Typing of the Dead) is an absurd and funny strategy game. You are a Zombot – an escaped Robot soldier

– and you have been reactivated to hunt down and eat Humans. To survive, you will need to construct and manage a defence
system. There are many difficulties in the game. You must strategically manage your resources and deal with the zombie that
approaches you. Your first goal is to survive. Dealing with zombies is just one of the challenges in Zombotron. After a while,
you will have to deal with the other difficulties such as hunger and thirst. Do you want to give the game a try? Don’t worry, we

provide you with a direct link to download the game in a pre-installed direct link. Simply click the button below. It will give you
a chance to download the game free without bothering about third-party advertisements. Features of Zombotron Zombotron

includes many exciting features that are enough to keep the game challenging. You can control the Zombot army with the aid of
your keyboard. Zombotron includes the story-based gameplay. You have been reactivated and you are tasked to hunt down and
eat the humans. Don’t worry, you are in the best place ever. We have prepared many fun-packed levels for you. What’s New in
Zombotron 1.2.1 Addressed to players of the game. Fix some Bugs. Fixed the bugs related to Saving Games. Fix some Bugs.
Fixed the bugs related to Getting Credits. Fix some Bugs. Fixed the bugs related to Game Credits. Fixed the bugs related to
Environments. Fixed the bugs related to Proximity to Environment. Updated Game FAQs. Fixed the bugs related to Getting

Credits. Addressed to players of 82157476af
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